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Amara Fen Ziel of the Shifterai people is extremely wary of mages.
After all, mages are responsible for chasing her and her sister Arora
out of their homeland. After running for so long, Amara has trouble
trusting anyone. Nevertheless, Amara is finding it especially difficult to
resist the charming, enigmatic Trevan of Nightfall. However, she
wonders if she can trust him with her most fiercely guarded secret.
Fifth born Trevan of Nightfall is determined to capture the pretty yet
prickly Amara since she is his destined mate. Before the brothers’ exile
to Nightfall Island , Trevan was well known as a charismatic ladies
man. Women have always fascinated him but none so much as Amara.
She is fierce, proud, and protective of those she loves. Trevan is
determined to become a member of her short list of loved ones. Can
he overcome Amara’s distinct distrust of anything magical? Will Amara
find her soul mate in a man who must use magic to shape shift, an
ability she was born with? Can two vastly different people find enough
common ground to forge a bond foretold by destiny?
Jean Johnson has done it again! THE CAT is the fifth book in the Sons
of Destiny series. Johnson deftly crafts a mesmerizing world that gets
better with each successive novel. I am completely captivated by this
superbly written series about eight brothers, four sets of twins, whose
destinies are foretold by a Seer many years earlier. Because of this
foretelling, the brothers are exiled to Nightfall Island . Each book tells
the story of one brother and his destined bride. Every brother has a

unique and compelling personality. It is impossible not to fall in love
with each and every one. Trevan’s infectious personality and zest for
life are especially impossible to resist. Although Amara comes across
as prickly and a bit snobbish at the beginning of the story, she found a
place in my heart by the end of the book. In addition, I often found
myself laughing aloud at the interaction between Trevan and Amara,
especially their extremely entertaining quarrels. I highly recommend
that you rush out and buy a copy of this enchanting book. I also urge
you to buy the rest of this enthralling series. You will not be
disappointed because Johnson always delivers an exciting story filled
with love and laughter!

